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Abstract 
 As urbanized areas have grown across the United States, roads have quickly developed 
with them.  Yet many cities have developed this infrastructure at the cost of failing to adequately 
fund urban mass transit, in spite of the important services it provides for the poor, commuters, 
and the environment.  Consequently, many urban mass transit systems have struggled with 
deficits, increased fares, and reduced service.  This study examines six major systems in the 
United States and analyzes data from these systems to provide policy recommendations 
regarding urban mass transit funding. 
 
Section I: Introduction 
 Public transportation in the United States is at a critical juncture as many systems enter 
the post-recession period with large deficits and debts, and limited funding at their disposal.  
Urban mass transit systems across the country provide critical services to their cities and the 
inhabitants of those cities.  Nearly every major American city relies on some form of urban mass 
transit, including bus and rail systems.  Many of these transit systems have used funds from the 
2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) for capital improvements, yet struggle 
to cover rising operating costs. 
 As urban populations continue to grow and roads become more congested, efficient urban 
mass transit will become even more important.  Many different people rely on the public services 
of urban mass transit, including the elderly and the poor, who use it to commute to work.  In 
addition to its other benefits, urban mass transit reduces congestion by taking cars off the road, 
which also improves public health and the environment by reducing pollution.  But because 
systems must provide below-market fares to remain accessible to everybody and keep ridership 
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high, fares alone cannot cover system costs.  Instead, many systems utilize federal, state, and 
local subsidies to provide the difference. 
 Since many systems find themselves in economic troubles but must continue to provide 
their important services to the areas that they serve, it is important to determine the best sources 
of funding.  Society must consider the worth of these systems and how to best spread the costs.  
Should a federal taxpayer in New Mexico contribute to funding urban mass transit in Boston, or 
should Massachusetts and Boston area taxpayers face this burden?  Is it more efficient for the 
state and local taxpayers to pay for urban mass transit, and what form of taxation best 
redistributes funds to the systems?  Answering these types of questions can help fund urban mass 
transit systems in the future and keep them running as urbanized areas become more dependent 
on them. 
 
Section II: Background Information 
Public Systems 
Major Issues: Equity and Convenience 
 Urban mass transit serves two significant purposes to the general population: promoting 
equity and increasing convenience.  Some people cannot afford to drive or live close to where 
they work and thus rely on public mass transit to earn income.  Meanwhile, the convenience of 
urban mass transit derives from the decrease in reliance on the automobile.  Urban mass transit 
decreases congestion considerably, which in turn increases the utility of commuters who use the 
urban road infrastructure.  Additionally, many urban dwellers rely on urban mass transit to 
reduce commute times and the strains of either walking everywhere or finding limited parking.   
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In addition to these economic and convenience considerations, urban mass transit also 
has health and safety benefits, and environmental and energy benefits.1  Moreover, it can help 
strengthen communities.  As Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) General 
Manager Dr. Beverly Scott noted about the importance of urban mass transit: “It’s what the 
transit is doing in communities and doing in terms of helping people build their lives…It is about 
what it enables people and communities to be able to do.”2 
 By serving lower income areas, urban mass transit provides an important service to major 
cities by creating a link between these areas and other parts of the city, where the lower-income 
residents can find employment.  Many of the poorer urban areas cannot provide jobs for the 
residents, while other urban areas do not have residents nearby to fill the demand for lower-
income jobs.  There is a simple employment mismatch here that requires some form of 
transportation for lower-income residents to commute to work.  Many of the jobs available lie 
beyond walking distance, and the lower incomes limit transportation options.  Urban mass transit 
fills this void by offering transportation at relatively low fares.  However, addressing this equity 
concern requires the public systems to keep fares low enough for these citizens. 
 Urban mass transit systems must also keep fares relatively low to attract a broader 
ridership.  This can help entice commuters off the roads, which contributes towards reducing 
congestion.  However, this requires creating useful routes of service and maintaining low fares.  
If the systems can do this, then some people will increase their utility by using urban mass transit 
instead of driving, while others will increase utility through the decreased congestion.  MARTA 
exemplifies this issue.  MARTA has reasonable fares, but its somewhat limited service in the 
                                                           
1
 Transportation for America (2009), p. 4-5 
2
 MassINC (2010), MARTA GM Dr. Beverly Scott 
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sprawling city of Atlanta leaves a number of commuters on the roads, which remain heavily 
congested.  
 Boston’s Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) General Manager, 
Richard Davey, believes that urban mass transit functions for the public’s good, but notes that 
urban mass transit systems often lack public support because of poor communication between 
the systems and the public: “We ask for patience and additional resources and help but we do not 
articulate clearly enough what we are doing with funding and that folks own the system. It is the 
public’s system. Bringing the public in is something we are committed to do.  Ultimately we are 
stewards of the public’s infrastructure. It’s not ours, it’s yours.”3  Public control should allow 
urban mass transit systems to operate based on citizens’ needs; however, building and 
maintaining public support remains important as funding problems have developed. 
 
Private or Public?  
Due to the equity and convenience issues, major urban mass transit systems operate under 
public control.  Fares have increased nationwide, but cannot increase to the market rate due to 
equity concerns.   
Historically, urban mass transit began as a private endeavor, with many systems owned 
and operated privately through the first half of the twentieth century.  But these systems 
struggled to keep fares low while avoiding deficits.  To survive, privately owned systems could 
have charged market rate fares, which would have limited lower income citizens’ abilities to 
utilize urban mass transit and would have decreased ridership.  Because urbanized areas found 
lower fares in their best interest, public ownership and operation became more common.  In 
                                                           
3
 MassINC (2010), MBTA GM Richard Davey 
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Boston, for example, the private Boston Elevated Railway Company, founded in 1894, survived 
until the 1940s.  At this point, the public Metropolitan Transit Authority bought it out, beginning 
control of public mass transit in the city.4  This public transformation allowed the government to 
give financial aid through subsidization, which has continued to this day. 
So, the government made urban mass transit systems public due to equity concerns, using 
government funding at the federal, state, and local levels to complement operating revenues 
earned through fares.  And yet, Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) President Richard Rodriguez 
commented that “People don’t realize how subsidized it is.  For $2.25 you can ride the bus from 
one part of the city to another. For $2.50 you can ride our rail system. If I were a private 
corporation and I were to charge them it would cost much more, $7 or $10 a ride. But people 
don’t get it.”5  The government has decided that the private sector cannot entirely provide urban 
mass transit yet deems it a service worth having.   
Some people have proposed privatizing parts of urban mass transit systems;6 for example, 
private companies could provide individual services or lease individual system lines in order to 
improve efficiency.  Privatization would also likely lower system costs, as public enterprises 
tend to have higher costs than private ones. 
However, the economies of scale and equity concerns are such that privatizing entire 
systems is not a legitimate option.7  Private systems would increase fares and cut service to gain 
efficiency, but this would price out the poor and could cut service from the areas that need it the 
most.8  Instead, public urban mass transit agencies keep the fares artificially low through 
                                                           
4
 Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority 
5
 MassINC (2010), CTA President Richard Rodriguez  
6
 Cox and Love (1996); Hurwitz (1996); and de Bartolome and Ramsey (1996) 
7
 de Bartolome and Ramsey (1996) 
8
 Transportation for America (2009), p. 6-7 
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subsidization and often continue service at low-ridership times and areas; consequently, many 
systems have large deficit problems. 
 
The Funding Problem 
 Fares are a major source of revenue for urban mass transit systems, but as previously 
stated, the systems must keep fares relatively low for equity purposes.  According to Federal 
Transit Administration Section 5307, fares must cover only 17% of operating costs for a system 
to qualify for federal funds.9  This allows systems to keep fares low while still receiving large 
subsidies to help cover their costs.  However, these federal funds do not necessarily cover the 
entirety of the difference, forcing systems to look to other sources of funding. 
 This may fall under a scenario that Richard Tresch calls the “hard case” of a natural 
monopoly.10  Urban mass transit systems may be natural monopolies because their average costs 
tend to decrease across the entire range of output.  It is cheaper for the citizens of an urbanized 
area to have a single agency provide the service than to have multiple agencies do so.  This is 
why single agencies exist in each city, a shift from the historically private competing agencies of 
the earlier part of the twentieth century.  Theoretically, Tresch’s “hard case” describes a situation 
in which the price is less than the average cost.  This is certainly a likely case, as agencies must 
keep fares low for equity purposes.  Yet there may still be a net benefit to society to keep the 
systems, and this is why the government must continue to subsidize them.11 
One problem with federal funding of urban mass transit stems from the political process 
of allocating this funding.  The federal government cannot simply give funding to a few systems 
                                                           
9
 Winston and Maheshri (2007), p. 364 
10
 For a more complete discussion of the “hard case”, see Tresch, Public Sector Economics (2008), p. 168-170 
11
 Ibid.  
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that could use that funding most effectively, for example, as the politicians from other states 
would never support this.12 
 The federal government must apportion a significant amount of resources to help sustain 
urban mass transit systems.  Yet according to Transportation for America, only 18% of the 
federal transportation budget goes to public mass transportation, while the government gives the 
other 82% to roads.13  This serves as a clear reminder of how the American public utilizes 
automobile transportation significantly more than urban mass transit.  Often, the federal 
government simply gives money to fix roads in disrepair, but many public transit systems find 
themselves in a state of disrepair and do not receive similar funding.14  As former MBTA 
General Manager Dan Grabauskas noted, “Mass transit and public transportation has been held 
to a much higher standard to demonstrate value. We don’t do the same thing if a new road is 
built or paved and say what is the ridership benefit?”15  The federal government 
disproportionately favors auto transportation over urban mass transit in this sense. 
An increased emphasis on urban mass transit could certainly shift these apportionments 
in its favor.  This could in turn reduce deficits and even increase the service and functionality of 
urban mass transit systems, which could then increase ridership and decrease auto congestion.  A 
decrease in federal funding for roads could become a concern in the automobile-dependent 
American society, but this would simply encourage greater usage of urban mass transit or force 
the government to increase tolls to reflect the true values of road usage. 
 Recently, the federal government increased funding to public mass transportation through 
the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.  ARRA gave $48 billion of federal funds 
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 MassINC (2010), Keynote Address, US DOT Undersecretary for Policy Roy Kienitz 
13
 Transportation for America (2009), p. 2 
14
 MassINC (2010) 
15
 Ibid., former MBTA GM Dan Grabauskas 
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to transportation, of which $8.4 billion financed transit capital investment over a two-year 
period.16  The act also gave $8.4 billion to systems through grant-based applications.   
One program, the Transit Capital Assistance Program, used $6.9 billion to support capital 
needs of public transit systems, such as purchasing vehicles, constructing or fixing track and 
stations, and purchasing new equipment.17  ARRA split the remaining $1.5 billion of funding 
between two programs: the Fixed Guideway Infrastructure Program, which funds capital 
improvements to existing fixed guideway systems,18 and the Capital Investment Grants Program, 
which funds the construction of new fixed guideway systems or extensions of existing ones.19  
ARRA has thus given much-needed funds to urban mass transit systems, but it remains unclear 
what will happen after the two-year period ends.  If ARRA is a one-time program, then the 
systems may need additional capital assistance in the future. 
 Urban mass transit systems also rely on other government sources of funding beyond 
federal contributions.  For example, in 2008 Boston’s MBTA derived about 15% of its funding 
from each the federal and local government, while almost 40% of its total funding came from the 
state, and the remaining 30% from other sources, such as fare revenues and private 
contributions.20  In fact, federal funding sometimes conditions on the state or local governments 
matching its funding.21 
                                                           
16
 American Public Transportation Association (July, 2010), p. 13 
17
 United States Congress (2009); United States Department of Transportation, “American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act: Transit Capital Assistance” (2009)  
18
 United States Congress (2009); United States Department of Transportation, “American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act: Fixed Guideway Infrastructure” (2009)  
19
 United States Congress (2009); United States Department of Transportation, “American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act: Capital Investment Grants” (2009) 
20
 Federal Transit Administration, “NTD Data.” 
21
 Transportation for America (2009), p. 2 
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Federal funds also often require agencies to spend on specific items.  For example, 
ARRA funds capital improvements, even though many systems cannot cover their operating 
costs.  This is especially true during the recent recession – many agencies have cut service, laid 
off employees, and raised fares in an attempt to cover operating costs.  It may make more sense 
in these cases for government subsidization to target operating losses instead of capital 
improvements.22  However, funding does not appear to be increasing in the wake of the 
recession.  Only 10% of public transportation agencies expected an increase in local/regional 
funding in 2010, while 66% expected a decrease.  Meanwhile, only 11% expected an increase in 
state funding while 56% expected a decrease.23  As a result, 69% of urban transit agencies 
expected budget shortfalls in 2011, indicating that these systems do not expect the current 
combinations of funding to adequately cover their costs.24 
State and local funding may be more effective than federal funding because the dollars 
are more centralized.  A system applying for federal funding does so at the expense of general 
taxpayers; however, a system applying for state and/or local funding does so at the expense of 
taxpayers closer to the system.  As such, the requested funds may need to have more of an effect 
to satisfy the taxpayers because they can more easily see the results.  If a system must raise funds 
to avoid a deficit, for example, local and state sources may be more willing to help on this 
account in order to keep the system running and equitable.  This follows the idea of fiscal 
federalism, which states that providing services at more local levels “in turn improves the 
efficiency of the public sector by providing a better match between the public services people 
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 American Public Transportation Association (March, 2010), p.2; Transportation for America (2009), p. 2 
23
 American Public Transportation Association (March, 2010), p. 3 
24
 Ibid., p. 4 
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desire and the public services provided to them.”25  However, the federal government still gives 
larger funds that the state and local governments cannot afford to replace. 
 
Purpose of the Study 
Since funding urban mass transit systems is clearly an important issue, this study 
determines how different types of funding affect the systems.  It considers closely system 
finances, since one measure of success is financial sustainability.  The study utilizes system 
deficits as the main measure of financial sustainability and determines how each source of 
funding affects system deficits.  Measures of ridership, community development, and 
environmental impact are also important determinants of urban mass transit system success but 
lie outside the scope of this study.   
 This study examines the different levels of funding – federal, state, local, and other – to 
determine if a meaningful difference exists between the different levels of funding and their 
effects on the system deficits.  It also examines the different sources of funds within the state and 
local levels, including various methods of taxation, to determine how to best target deficit 
reduction.  For example, is a state gas tax more effective than a state income tax in reducing the 
deficit?  Or is a local property tax a more effective source of funding than either?  One 
hypothesis holds that a gas tax serves as the most effective revenue source for transit funding 
because fuel and urban mass transit are essentially substitutes.26  As fuel prices increase, 
commuting by automobile is more expensive, so urban mass transit becomes more attractive.  
Before reaching any conclusions, the study provides a history and brief analysis of six 
urban mass transit system cases – from Boston, New York City, Philadelphia, Chicago, Atlanta, 
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 Tresch, Public Sector Economics (2008), p. 37 
26
 Barros and Prieto-Rodriguez (2008), p. 660 
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and the Bay Area (San Francisco/Oakland) – to assess how these urbanized areas fund mass 
transit.  These six systems represent varying system sizes, differing system ages, and a national 
array of geographic locations.  The study will then use data from these six systems to determine 
the most effective methods of funding mass transportation.  Clearly, legal policies differ across 
states but a panel data analysis will determine generally how different levels and types of 
funding affect system deficits. 
Public transportation serves an important function in the United States, and the recession 
has further limited struggling systems that already faced structural problems.27  CTA President 
Richard Rodriguez compared urban mass transit to a utility, noting that people now rely on it but 
do not realize how much they need it and so do not support it as much as it needs.28  In order to 
keep fares low to give continued access to the poor, the government must have public support to 
subsidize urban mass transit systems; however, different systems maintain different funding 
structures, largely because of the disparity in state and local government focuses.  Since system 
deficits have increased in the troubled economy, finding optimal funding structures could enable 
urban mass transit systems to maintain their levels of service without failing financially. 
 This study tests the hypothesis that significant differences exist in the effectiveness of 
different levels of funding on urban mass transit system deficits.  Additionally, significant 
differences could exist between different sources of funding.  For example, a gas tax likely 
affects systems differently from an income tax or a sales tax.  This study tests the differences in 
funding across multiple levels and sources to determine an appropriate combination of funds for 
urban transit systems.  This research benefits the industry by revealing how urban transit systems 
can alter their funding structures to more adequately provide sustainable funding. 
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 MassINC (2010), MARTA GM Dr. Beverly Scott 
28
 Ibid., CTA President Richard Rodriguez 
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Six Cases: History and Funding Structures 
 This section examines the history and funding structures of six different systems, 
spanning different system sizes and ages, population sizes, and geographical areas.  The six 
systems represented in this study are from Boston, New York City, Philadelphia, Chicago, 
Atlanta, and the Bay Area (San Francisco/Oakland).  Regressions using data from these systems 
will help analyze funding structures for urban mass transit systems nationwide.  
 
Boston 
 Boston’s many early forms of transportation included the ferry, omnibus, horsecars on 
rails, and cable cars. The West End Street Railway Company became one of the first US systems 
to pursue total electrification, beginning in 1889 and paving the way for other cities to follow.29  
In 1894, the Massachusetts Legislature created the Boston Transit Commission and incorporated 
the Boston Elevated Railway Company (BERY) to build the city’s first elevated railway.  This 
private company leased all the property of the West End Street Railway Company in 1897, the 
same year that Boston unveiled the first subway in North America.30 
 The BERY expanded heavily in Boston with elevated railways, but ran into financial 
troubles as the development of the automobile led to decreased ridership.  Massachusetts passed 
the Public Control Act on July 1, 1918, “realizing that good transportation was essential to any 
community and that good transportation could not be furnished on a flat 5 cent fare.”31  This 
provided for public operation of the BERY until August 29, 1947, when the Massachusetts 
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 Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority 
30
 Ibid. 
31
 Ibid. 
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Legislature created the Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA), which absorbed the BERY.  The 
MTA was created as a political subdivision of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.32 
 The MTA ran into its own problems as automobiles and roads developed and some 
commuters looked for rail transit.  The state needed to subsidize railways to take commuters 
instead of freight, as the MTA did not yet have the capacity to support the suburban 
commuters.33  So, Massachusetts created the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority 
(MBTA) in 1964 and allowed it to span 78 cities and towns instead of the 14 granted to the 
MTA.34  A few months earlier in 1964, the federal government had created the United States 
Department of Transportation and had begun to fund capital investments through the Urban 
Mass Transportation Administration, with whom the MBTA partnered to build new stations and 
improve its commuter rail system.35 
 The MBTA funds about one-third of its expenses through its flat fares, and local sources 
contribute based on their share of the deficit.  The state and federal governments also help fund 
the MBTA, which is currently the fifth largest system in the country.36  Boston was one of the 
only urban transit systems in the United States that did not cut service or increase fares in 2009 
or 2010, and did not plan to for 2011.37   
The MBTA operates with “forward funding,” so it can only spend the money that it 
earns.38  It can also run a deficit through a deficiency fund, but “receives revenues from fares, 
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 Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority 
33
 Ibid. 
34
 Ibid. 
35
 Ibid. 
36
 Ibid. 
37
 MassINC (2010), MBTA GM Richard Davey 
38
 “Staying Within the Lines” (2008) 
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real estate operations, and local, state, and federal agencies.”39  The Big Dig project in Boston 
forced the MBTA to move a number of its lines; largely because of this, as of January, 2008, the 
MBTA had the highest debt of all urban mass transit agencies in the United States.  With the 
MBTA using much of its operating budget to pay off its debt and the accompanying interest, the 
state of Massachusetts must consider if it should take over some of the debts that resulted from 
the Big Dig to alleviate some of the pressure on the MBTA’s funding crisis.40 
 
New York City 
 The New York City urban mass transit system, the Metropolitan Transportation Authority 
(MTA), operates on an entirely different scale from the other systems in the United States.  It is 
North America’s largest transportation network, serving 14.6 million people over a 5000 square 
mile area spanning New York City, southeastern New York, Long Island, and Connecticut.41  
The MTA provides a necessary service, as New York City often has bad congestion despite four 
out of five rush hour commuters to the central business district using transit services.  
Additionally, “Since 1982 the MTA has been carrying out America’s most extensive 
transportation rebuilding project [using] funding by federal, state, and local government and by 
the issuance of bonds.”42   
The MTA includes numerous sub-agencies, one of which is the main transportation 
agency of New York City – New York City Transit.  It also includes two commuter rails – the 
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 Metropolitan Transportation Authority 
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Long Island Rail Road and the Metro-North Rail Road, which services suburban New York and 
Connecticut.43   
Since the New York City urbanized area spans three states – New York, New Jersey, and 
Connecticut, urban mass transit must deal with three different legal systems and regulations.  
Consequently, the MTA does not even cover the entire New York City metropolitan area, as 
New Jersey Transit (NJ Transit) and the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (PATH) 
provide service to much of New Jersey.  In fact, NJ Transit serves as the third largest urban mass 
transit system in the United States.44  
Because it is so much larger than other systems, the MTA struggles with a high deficit as 
well, estimated at as much as $1.8 billion in 2009.45  Because of this high deficit, a bailout used 
payroll taxes, additional taxi fees, and motor vehicle registration and license fees to raise funds 
for the MTA.46  However, these additional funds only covered two years of a five year capital 
program, which still had a $10 billion gap as of 2009.47  Other proposals to raise funds for the 
MTA included instituting congestion fees for vehicles traveling in Manhattan and increasing the 
tolls on New York City bridges.48  The MTA has therefore found creative funding packages, 
using a wide variety of federal, state, and local funding methods. 
 
Philadelphia 
 Philadelphia’s Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) had similar 
beginnings to the other older systems, as Philadelphia consolidated multiple modes of 
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transportation into one system in the 1950s.49  The Pennsylvania General Assembly then 
established SEPTA in 1963 as a permanent mass transit organization for Philadelphia.  
“Originally SEPTA's function was to coordinate government subsidies to the railroads and transit 
companies,” and SEPTA continued to consolidate the different transit companies over the next 
decade.50 
 Like the New York City commuter rail systems, Philadelphia has a separate system for its 
commuter rail in New Jersey, the Port Authority Transit Corporation (PATCO).51  PATCO 
connects Philadelphia to Camden and New Jersey suburbs, and this joint-system approach to the 
Philadelphia area restricts the city’s transit from achieving a unity that other city systems have. 
 Numerous strikes have also shaped SEPTA’s history, especially since the late 1970s.52  
SEPTA’s largest union, Transport Workers Union Local 234, operates only in the city; 
meanwhile, the SEPTA Regional Rail has often continued to run when the Transport Workers 
Union strikes because a different union operates it.  The frequent strikes have tended to hurt 
SEPTA ridership, at least temporarily,53 and have likely led to high labor costs. 
SEPTA has also experienced decreasing ridership and operating budget problems due to 
the recent changes in the economy.54  But at the same time, the Philadelphia subway system is 
105 years old and needs funding help to make capital improvements.55 
In 2007, Pennsylvania established the Pennsylvania Public Transportation Trust Fund as 
a permanent source of funding for SEPTA.  However, this funding relies partially on tolls from 
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Interstate 80,56 which the federal government may or may not grant.  As of 2010, one journalist 
wrote that “the state’s Mass Transit Trust Fund, operated by PennDOT, will receive $410 million 
from the Turnpike Commission next fiscal year if the tolls are approved, but only $250 million 
without I-80 tolls, according to a PennDOT spokesman.”57   
 
Chicago 
 Like New York’s MTA, the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) serves a large metropolis.  
It is the second largest urban mass transit system in the United States, providing service to 
Chicago and the surrounding suburbs.58  The CTA began operations in 1947 after acquiring the 
Chicago Rapid Transit Company and the Chicago Surface Lines.  It became the dominant transit 
force in the Chicago area in 1952 after acquiring the Chicago Motor Coach system.59  
Also like the MTA, the CTA relies on a wide array of funding sources.  It is organized 
under the Regional Transportation Authority (RTA), which serves Chicago and northeastern 
Illinois.  So, in addition to fare revenues, the CTA receives funding for operating costs from the 
RTA.  The RTA requires the CTA and its other agencies to earn at least 50 percent of their 
operating costs through fares and other system revenues.60 
The government bailed out the CTA in 2008 through an increase in regional sales taxes 
and local real estate taxes.  Meanwhile, the state of Illinois also transferred additional funds to 
pay for the CTA operating budget, and the CTA had to raise fares by 25 cents.61  Additionally, 
Governor Blagojevich had previously supported using funds from a gas tax, but then agreed to 
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support the increase in the sales taxes contingent on the system allowing seniors to ride for 
free.62  These free rides now cost the CTA $20 million per year.63  Recently, the RTA reduced 
the CTA budget by nearly $200 million but asked the CTA not to reduce service or increase 
fares.  Consequently, the CTA had to lay off 10% of its employees.64  Like many systems, the 
CTA struggled through the recession as revenues decreased but employee and operations costs 
still rose.65  
 
Atlanta 
The Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) is one of the nation’s more 
recently built major urban mass transit systems.  MARTA did not purchase the Atlanta Transit 
System of buses until 1972 and did not start rail service until 1979.  The creation of this first rail 
system utilized more than $800 million of federal grants.66  MARTA has continued to expand its 
rail service and now has four lines – two running north-south and two east-west.  Atlanta sprawls 
widely and remains an automobile-dependent city, with multiple interstates running through the 
major sections of the city.  Because of congestion problems, however, MARTA has the potential 
to continuing growing and make a major difference, despite only serving limited areas currently.  
As of June, 2009, MARTA was funded by local sales taxes but did not receive much state 
aid.67  In fact, “Unlike most American transit agencies, MARTA receives very little state 
funding; instead, it relies almost entirely on fare revenues and sales taxes.  In 2008, for example, 
less than one percent of total MARTA funding came from the state, and none of that went 
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towards operating expenses.  Meanwhile, over 21% of MARTA operating funding came from 
fares, while over 55% came from local sales taxes.68  The State of Georgia does, however, have 
control over the agency.”69  This creates an interesting dynamic where the state has control of the 
system but does not support it financially. 
 
Bay Area (San Francisco/Oakland) 
 The Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system developed much more recently than the 
eastern systems.  The San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit Commission stated that “If the Bay 
Area is to be preserved as a fine place to live and work, a regional rapid transit system is 
essential to prevent total dependence on automobiles and freeways.”70  Planning lasted years, 
however, as BART searched for county approval and funding to make construction and operation 
possible, and construction only began in 1964.71 
 BART original construction depended largely on bond revenues, sales tax revenues, and 
federal capital grants.72  Now it relies on fares, which are based on how far you travel for equity 
purposes, as well as federal, state, and local funds.73  In 2008, fares accounted for over 37% of 
total funding and local funding accounted for over 45%; meanwhile, federal funding accounted 
for less than 8% of total funding and state funding less than 6%.74 
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Section III: Literature Review 
 Few have written directly about how to best fund urban mass transit.  Hess and Lombardi 
conducted a study similar to this one, but even they note that “investigations into how otherwise 
similar metropolitan areas differ in terms of local financial support for transit, and how those 
differences reflect and inform wider issues of contemporary transit funding, are largely absent 
from the literature.”75  Their study examines empirically the significance of different levels of 
urban mass transit funding.  They look at ten different cities to determine how transit agencies 
are “adapting to the current funding environment” as of 2005.76 
Hess and Lombardi first provide a history of urban mass transit, noting important 
developments throughout the years and how they affected funding.  They note that state 
approaches to funding urban mass transit often influence local government funding.77   
Furthermore they find that “federal support has become proportionately less significant while 
local and state governments have grown increasingly responsible for transit’s operating and 
capital expenses.”78  They also discuss the importance of dedicated state and local taxes, in 
particular, local option transportation taxes (LOTTs).  These LOTTs “include levies on sales, 
property, and income that often require voter approval but provide reliable and ongoing sources 
of revenue.”79  These dedicated funds provide a stable source of revenues for urban mass transit 
systems.  
Furthermore, Hess and Lombardi note the prevalent impact of politics on the funding and 
spending process.  They write that politicians often prefer to contribute towards the more visible 
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capital expenses instead of the more necessary operating expenses.  Ideally, capital funding 
would improve efficiency so that operating funding becomes less necessary, but this is often not 
the case.80  Instead, funding capital expenses encourages overcapitalization and does not 
necessarily improve efficiency.81  Despite this overcapitalization, Hess and Lombardi then 
transition to note that some transit agencies have started using local funding to bypass the federal 
and state new starts criteria, which require years of planning.82  Overall, they find that local and 
state funding has and will become more relevant.83 
Other literature regarding public transportation is widely available in a number of forms.  
Some organizations have provided broad overviews or policy briefs; meanwhile, a number of 
journals and newspapers have included news briefs about the industry and the systems included 
in this study.  Furthermore, some authors have published works regarding topics related to urban 
mass transit, including funding and other peripheral issues. 
 
 Broad Overviews 
 Some institutions and authors have developed broader overviews about the state of public 
transportation and mass transit.  These overviews generally do not focus specifically on funding, 
instead covering a wider array of topics.  They also take multiple forms, including institutional 
publications and panel events, for example. 
 Transportation for America’s “Stranded at the Station” provides a great example of the 
literature available that gives a broad overview of mass transit.  It briefly comments on funding 
sources and funding problems, and then transitions to note the benefits to the public of 
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supporting mass transit systems.84  The overview also provides figures to illustrate the recent 
funding problems that many systems have had nationwide.85 
 Meanwhile, MassINC held a conference entitled “Next Stop: A National Summit on the 
Future of Transit,”86 at which a number of the leaders of the largest American mass transit 
systems participated in a panel to give a general overview of the state of urban mass transit while 
noting recent developments for their individual systems.  MassINC makes available to the public 
an event transcript of their panel discussion, which covers multiple topics.  The system leaders 
discuss topics such as the purpose of urban public mass transit, its most pressing needs, and how 
to fund it.  Although the panel members represent many different systems, they appear to reach a 
general consensus that there exists a large disconnect between the services that urban mass 
transit systems provide and the public perception of these systems.  This then spills over into 
funding problems, as many people do not strongly value urban mass transit or understand how 
highly subsidized transit fares are.  The funding problems have in turn created capital problems 
along with operating problems, as many systems have lacked funding to replace older capital.87  
 MassINC also produced a policy brief for Massachusetts urban mass transit issues.  
According to the authors, Massachusetts mass transportation faces three issues: determining how 
to “unify transportation stakeholders… maximiz[ing] the economic impact of transportation 
spending… [and] pay[ing] for transportation with balanced transportation-related revenue.”88  
The policy brief also discusses how Massachusetts can better raise revenue for its systems, such 
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as the MBTA.  It notes that Massachusetts must build “a broader base of support,”89 and “place 
greater focus on maximizing the economic impact of transportation spending.”90  Furthermore, 
the policy brief comments that sales taxes are less efficient than user fees such as gas taxes.  It 
also notes that sales taxes are more volatile during economic cycles.  In addition, sales taxes not 
only cost systems support by essentially charging nonusers, but they also take funds away from 
other public services, such as education, that are less likely to use user fees.91 
 Robert Puentes also wrote an overview about the general state of public transportation in 
the United States, and does not limit his argument to urban mass transit.  In his overview, entitled 
“A Bridge to Somewhere: Rethinking American Transportation for the 21st Century,” he 
discusses the deficiencies in federal transportation policy.  Puentes stresses the need for a 
stronger federal vision of transportation,92 and he believes this vision should encompass different 
modes of transportation under one sphere.93  He notes that congestion has become a serious 
problem and adds that the government should give non-highway forms of transportation (such as 
urban mass transit) more equal treatment.94  This would lead to a more efficient use of funds and 
improve transportation systems.95 
Other articles give overviews of how the recession affected public transportation.  For 
example, the American Public Transportation Association discusses how the recession led to 
large decreases in local and state funding as revenues declined.96  Meanwhile, Landers discusses 
the impact of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, which continues through the post-
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recession period.  Landers notes that ARRA projects have had “intense competition” from 
contractors, which has lowered costs.97 
 
System Specific Literature 
Transportation for America’s “Stranded at the Station” provides individual overviews and 
facts of many of the largest American mass transit systems, including five of the six included in 
this study.98  In addition, many local sources and journals provide important news about local 
systems or industry trends. 
System-specific articles often report about the funding state of the systems or proposals 
to raise funds.99  Articles also frequently report on system extensions or plans to change system 
operations.100  The articles sometimes come from journals with entire sections about industry 
news,101 yet are often printed in local newspapers such as the New York Times or the Boston 
Globe.  These articles can provide valuable information about how people have viewed funding 
issues at different points in time. 
 
Journal Articles and Recommendations 
 Journal articles often focus on specific issues within funding and tend to provide useful 
background information while leading to a recommendation.  A number of journal articles 
discuss transit funding in relation to highway funding, while others comment on the impact of 
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different forms of taxation on funding mass transit.  Meanwhile, one article notes the inevitable 
problems of managing urban mass transit. 
 The debate between transit and highway funding remains relevant in the United States, 
where the majority of transportation funding supports highways.  Landers notes that Congress 
now allows states to use their highway funds for other purposes, including mass transit and 
passenger rail.102  This may help begin to equalize funding between highways and transit.  
Puentes recommends equalizing treatment between the two, as he finds congestion a serious 
problem in major cities and believes that a more efficient use of funds could improve both transit 
and highway usage.103 
 Charles takes a different approach to the highway vs. transit funding debate.  He writes 
that market-based reforms can solve the United States’ transportation funding problems.  Charles 
uses the state of Oregon as an example and notes that it is unclear how much service actually 
costs because the government earns revenues through a “mishmash of fuel taxes, federal grants, 
payroll taxes, vehicle registration fees, and forest harvest receipts.”104  Additionally, because the 
system is centralized, tax money does not always support the area that it comes from.  This 
forces people to “subsidize systems they don’t use.”105  As such, Charles recommends switching 
to an electronic tolling system that could adjust fees based on direction and time of day, which 
would reduce congestion.106  While this congestion pricing does not directly support transit, it 
would help solve one of the major problems with American public transportation through a 
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different approach.  Meanwhile, the urban areas could choose to use some of the tolling revenues 
to support urban mass transit. 
 Literature also exists regarding the use of other forms of taxation to provide funds for 
urban mass transit.  Ubbels and Nijkamp, for example, note the use of congestion taxes to 
support public transit in European urban centers and recommend that American cities follow 
suit.107  Yet they also recommend instituting more unconventional taxes, such as earmarked fuel 
taxes, local payroll taxes, and earmarked property taxes.108  They write that although funding 
usually comes from general taxes, where “funds originate from the same mix of revenue sources 
as for other services,” it would make more sense to “earmark” the taxes because otherwise “there 
is no direct link between the source of revenue and its dedication.”109  Earmarking funds in this 
sense removes the competition for the funds that exists under general funding, where mass transit 
often falls low on the list.110 
 Barros and Prieto-Rodriguez also write about taxation for urban mass transit, comparing 
Spain’s value-added tax (VAT) to a fuel tax.  They recommend instituting a fuel tax over the 
current VAT because a fuel tax would increase the use of urban mass transit, which serves as a 
substitute to fuel-based transportation.111  Barros and Prieto-Rodriguez propose eliminating this 
VAT on public transportation and raising the fuel tax to make the total changes revenue-
neutral.112  American systems should note this and consider using fuel taxes instead of other 
taxes, such as sales or property taxes, under the assumption that a fuel tax may have a larger 
impact on mass transit ridership. 
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 Meanwhile, Savage discusses management problems for urban mass transit systems.  He 
notes that transit system management can create some combination of “maximiz[ing] social 
welfare, the number of passengers carried, or the amount of service provided” and that empirical 
analyses conclude that “transit agencies have typically opted to maximize level of service as 
opposed to social welfare.” 113  Savage believes that management often chooses to increase fares 
rather than cut service because this is more politically acceptable, even if it moves away from the 
optimum social welfare.114 
 
 Literature about public transportation therefore covers a variety of topics in many forms.  
Some authors and institutions provide broad overviews, while others provide detailed system 
information, policy recommendations, or transit analyses.  Each piece either contributes to better 
understanding urban mass transit or addresses a specific issue within mass transit that warrants 
more consideration. 
 This research will utilize previous literature with respect to urban mass transit funding.  It 
extends the work of Hess and Lombardi using more recent data and a slightly different analysis 
technique.  Moreover, it consolidates the ideas of other works of literature to provide a detailed 
understanding of the different methods of funding urban mass transit, in order to ultimately 
arrive at a policy recommendation.  Most of the available literature serves a peripheral purpose to 
this study – it is helpful to provide a basis to understand urban mass transit issues, but does not 
directly address this study’s concerns of how to best fund urban mass transit in the United States.  
This study encompasses many of the issues previously discussed in the literature; however, it 
takes a more narrow approach than the broad overviews of public transportation and a more 
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general approach than the specific articles about single issues in public transportation.  It intends 
to build upon and extend the existing knowledge of funding urban mass transit. 
 
Section IV: Methodology 
Data  
 The National Transit Database (NTD) served as the main source of data for this study.115  
Congress established the NTD “to be the Nation’s primary source for information and statistics 
on the transit systems of the United States.”116  Recipients and beneficiaries of Federal Transit 
Administration (FTA) grants under either the Urbanized Area Formula Program or the Other 
than Urbanized (Rural) Formula Program must submit data to the NTD by law.117  The FTA then 
uses the NTD to help apportion FTA funds to different systems and agencies.  The NTD 
essentially serves as a reporting system that uses “uniform categories to accumulate public 
transportation financial and operating information” to allow the government to make informed 
fund allocation decisions.118 
 The NTD presents data in a few different forms on its website.119  It makes available a 
number of annual databases and data tables, along with yearly transit summaries and trends.  The 
website also publishes time-series panel data entitled “Historical Data Files” that include data 
from 778 systems nationwide, although the period of available data varies by system.  The time-
series panel data has four different sections: Operating and Capital Funding; Operating 
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Expenses, Service Supplied, and Consumed; Uses of Capital Funds; and Assets.  Of particular 
interest to this study is the first set of panel-series data, TS1 – Operating and Capital Funding. 
 The NTD further divides the funding data into seven subsections, TS1.1-1.7.120  TS1.1 
provides data on each system’s total funds applied to transit, divided into federal, state, local, and 
other sources.  TS1.2 and TS1.3 split this into funding for operating expenses and for capital 
expenses, with funding for operating expenses also including funding from fares.  TS1.4 and 
TS1.5 break down sources of state and local operating funding, including dedicated tax sources 
such as income taxes, sales taxes, property taxes, gas taxes, other dedicated taxes, and other 
funds.  TS1.6 and TS1.7 replicate this breakdown, but do it for state and local capital funding. 
 TS2 includes panel data of a number of system measurements, such as total operating 
expenses, fares earned, directional route miles, and vehicles operated in maximum service.  TS3 
measures system uses of capital, divided into categories of rolling stock, facilities, and other.  
TS4 includes asset data such as active fleet size and average fleet age.  This study focuses mainly 
on the funding data in TS1 and the controls and expense data in TS2 and TS3.   
 
Process 
 This study includes regressions on the time-series panel data using Stata.  It utilizes a 
created dataset that contains funding data for each of the six systems of interest over the time 
period of 1991-2008 and expense data for each of the six systems of interest from 1992-2008.  
The NTD does not make available expense data from 1991. 
 It is necessary to use differenced data because tests find that nondifferenced data is highly 
autocorrelated.  These autocorrelation tests, using Box-Ljung statistics run through SPSS, have 
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strong autocorrelations with nearly all of the funding and expense variables.  One year does in 
fact affect the next.  As such, it is necessary to use data differenced over a one-year time period.  
According to autocorrelation tests run through SPSS, the differenced data is substantially less 
autocorrelated than the nondifferenced data.  Differencing the variables works very well for most 
of the funding variables and is therefore more appropriate to use in the Stata regressions than the 
nondifferenced data.  As such, this study uses terms such as “federal funding” to represent “the 
change in federal funding” for simplification purposes. 
This study uses total expenses as the main measure of system “deficit” and system 
financial success because creating a more standard measure of deficit would include the funding 
data independent variables.  For example, if deficit equals expenses minus funding, then 
regressing deficit against funding would cause problems.  So, this study utilizes a total expense 
variable that sums capital expenses and operating expenses from NTD data.  It is possible to 
interpret the coefficient, x, on a funding variable such as federal funding in this regression by 
stating that an additional $1 of federal funding leads to an additional $x of total expenses.  If x is 
greater than one, then federal funding worsens the deficit because an additional dollar of federal 
funding leads to more than one dollar of expenses.  If x is less than one, the reverse applies.  
Essentially, through this regression of different types of funding against total expenses, smaller 
coefficients imply more effective methods of funding. 
 Before running any regressions, it is necessary to check correlations between variables to 
ensure that independent variables included in the regressions affect the dependent variable (high 
correlations) and that low correlations exist between independent variables.  If independent 
variables are highly correlated, then one or more of the variables must be removed from the 
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regressions.  A summary of the correlations is included in the figures and tables section.121  In 
this study, regression outputs do not include variables removed for correlation purposes. 
Stata contains a function named “xtmixed,” which this study utilizes to run regressions on 
the differenced data of interest.  Xtmixed has a number of additional and helpful features.  
According to Stata’s description of the command, “xtmixed fits linear mixed models.  Mixed 
models are characterized as containing both fixed effects and random effects,”122 so xtmixed 
therefore fits time-series panel data well.  Xtmixed thus considers both fixed effects such as 
urbanized area size and random effects such as a burst of funding over an individual year.  Also, 
because it contains these fixed and random effects, adding controls tends to worsen the 
regressions.  The xtmixed function itself essentially “controls” for any other effects. 
The xtmixed function also automatically removes collinear variables; however, it does 
not have an option to run a stepwise regression.  Because of this, it is necessary to manually run 
stepwise regressions by starting with broader regressions.   If the xtmixed command removes a 
collinear variable, then either this variable is removed in the regression or a more logical variable 
is removed and the regression is re-run.  The xtmixed command thus serves as a signifier of 
collinearity, but ultimately the regressions in this study include the variables of choice.  This 
process in effect creates a “backwards” stepwise regression by removing variables when the 
xtmixed function finds collinearity. 
 This study contains a number of regressions.  First, it breaks down the effects of different 
levels of funding (ex. federal, state) on total expenses.  It then determines whether total expenses 
or operating expenses should be used as the measure of deficit for the rest of the study, 
concluding that total expenses is a more useful measure.  
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 Additionally, it considers controlling for system variables.  It is necessary to control for 
outside effects such as city size and transit system age.  The xtmixed command should control 
for these effects, but it is also important to include some system controls to ensure that the 
xtmixed command truly does capture the effects.  To test these controls, it is first necessary to 
test their correlations with each other and with total expenses.  Then, after choosing which 
controls to use, a regression using the funding levels and these controls determines how 
including the control affects the regressions.  
 Additionally, this study includes interaction terms to test the significance of interactions 
between different levels of government funding.  For example, does an increase in state funding 
of one dollar in conjunction with an increase in local funding of one dollar increase total 
expenses more or less than increasing one of them alone?  A positive interaction term coefficient 
indicates that increasing both variables has more of an effect on increasing total expenses than 
increasing either one of them alone, while the reverse holds true for a negative interaction 
coefficient.  This study tests interaction terms at different levels of government to help further 
analyze the relationships between different types of funding and total expenses. 
 The study further breaks down funding into funding for operating expenses and funding 
for capital uses.  It determines the effects of each on total expenses, and then divides each type of 
funding into levels to determine the effects of different types and levels of funding on total 
expenses.  For example, does federal capital funding affect total expenses differently from state 
operating funding? 
 Furthermore, an integral part of the study is determining if different sources of funding 
affect the deficit differently.  This proceeds beyond levels such as federal and state to examine 
sources such as income taxes, sales taxes, and gas taxes, among others.  So, in order to determine 
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the effects of different sources of funding on total expenses, this study uses regressions with 
breakdowns within the state and local levels.  Through regressions, it determines if meaningful 
differences exist between individual sources within operating funding and within capital funding.  
It then investigates which of the sources most effectively raises funds and which significantly 
increases the deficit.
 
 Finally, this study examines a different measure of deficit, the gap between operating 
funding and operating expenses.  Operating expenses serves as the dependent variable instead of 
total expenses; consequently, regressions can only use sources and levels of funding for 
operating expenses as independent variables.  The study examines the effects of different levels 
of operating funding on operating expenses and breaks down these levels into sources in a 
similar manner as the exercise using total expenses. 
 This study therefore examines on a number of levels the effects of different types of 
funding on total expenses in order to determine the most financially effective and most costly 
methods of funding.  Stata regressions of the NTD data provide the basis of an analysis of how to 
best fund transit agencies nationwide. 
 
Section V: Results 
Basic Funding Breakdowns 
 The most basic tests of this study tests demonstrate how different levels of funding affect 
total expenses for urban mass transit systems.  All tests use differenced data, as mentioned 
before.  As such, this study uses terms such as “federal funding” and the “change in federal 
funding” interchangeably. 
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A correlation test between total expenses, federal funding, state funding, local funding, 
and other funding shows that total expenses is well correlated with most of the independent 
variables.  Meanwhile, the independent variables are not highly correlated with each other, with 
the exception of state and local funding.123   
 The regression of the different levels of funding on total expenses yields significant 
results.124  The coefficient for federal funding is the only funding coefficient greater than 1 
(1.127), while state funding has the lowest coefficient (.478).  Additionally, the 95% confidence 
interval for the state funding coefficient has an upper bound that lies below the 95% confidence 
intervals of both the federal and local funding coefficients.  Another interesting finding is that the 
local funding 95% confidence interval has an upper bound slightly greater than one (1.021). 
 A second test uses operating expenses as the dependent variable instead of total 
expenses.125  This change leads to lower correlations between variables.  However, it also makes 
the federal and local funding coefficients insignificant at the 5% level.  Moreover, the regression 
has slightly less meaning because the total funding variables include capital funding in addition 
to operating funding.  Consequently, the total expenses variable is more appropriate to use to 
measure the deficit. 
 
Controls 
 Data is available for a number of control variables, but a correlation test reveals that all of 
the control variables are highly correlated with each other, with the exception of urbanized area 
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population and directional route miles.126  Urbanized area population could be useful to use as a 
measure of city size.   A correlation test reveals a low correlation between directional route miles 
and total expenses and a high correlation between urbanized area population and total expenses, 
so urbanized area population serves as the main control. 
 Regressing the funding data using urbanized area population as a control again leads to a 
significant model.  However, it simply lowers each of the coefficients and is likely unnecessary 
because the xtmixed function controls for random and fixed effects.  It is worth noting that even 
with the lower coefficients through the population control, the coefficient on federal funding is 
still greater than one.127 
 A test for using an MTA dummy control finds that the MTA dummy is slightly more 
correlated with each variable than urbanized area population is.128  It does not change the 
variable coefficients much from the regression with the urbanized area population control; 
however, it narrows the control to MTA or not MTA instead of controlling for each system 
individually with population size. 
  
Interaction Terms 
 A positive interaction term between two levels of funding implies that increasing both 
variables simultaneously has more of an effect than increasing one of them alone, while a 
negative interaction term between two levels of funding implies that increasing both has less of 
an effect than increasing one of them alone.  This information has useful policy implications.   
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As such, correlations between each of the six funding level interactions are examined.129  
The federal-state, state-local, and state-other funding interaction terms are all highly correlated 
with total expenses; however, the state-other funding interaction term coefficient is insignificant 
in the regression, so is dropped.  The federal-state and state-local funding interaction terms 
coefficients are both significant when regressing funding levels against total expenses.130  The 
federal-state funding interaction term has a positive coefficient, while the state-local funding 
interaction term has a negative coefficient. 
 
Operating and Capital Funding  
 Funding for operating expenses affects total expenses differently than funding for capital 
expenses does.  A regression of operating funding, capital funding, and urbanized area 
population against total expenses is significant, as are each of the independent variables 
included.131  The coefficient on funding for operating expenses is only .401, while the coefficient 
on funding for capital expenses is .991.  The 95% confidence intervals of the two variables 
confirm this disparity. 
 A further breakdown by level within operating and capital funding selects variables based 
on correlations and significances, and regresses fares, state operating funding, federal capital 
funding, and local capital funding against total expenses.132  The fares and state operating 
funding coefficients are much lower than the federal capital and local capital funding 
coefficients, which reinforces that increasing operating funding leads to a lower increase in total 
expenses than increasing capital funding. 
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 In order to look more closely at funding for operating expenses, it is necessary to use 
total capital funding instead of breaking it down further.  Despite low correlations with the 
dependent variable for a few of the independent variables, each of the different levels of 
operating funding is included in the regression, along with total capital funding.133  Each of the 
variables included in the regression is significant, as is the regression as a whole.  Only federal 
operating funding (2.147) and total capital funding (1.054) have coefficients greater than one, 
although the coefficient on total capital funding is close to one.  Additionally, the federal 
operating funding 95% confidence interval lower bound is above one.  Meanwhile, state and 
local operating funding have the lowest coefficients. 
 
Funding Sources 
 Local operating sources (ex. from a gas tax) are mostly uncorrelated with total expenses 
so are condensed back into total local operating funding for regression purposes.  This leaves 
state operating funding as the only category further subdivided into its sources to determine the 
effectiveness of the different sources; however, state funding from property taxes is uncorrelated 
with total expenses, as are federal and other operating funding.  Additionally, state funding from 
income taxes and sales taxes are highly correlated. 
 In a regression of the state funding sources on total expenses, only state operating 
funding from income taxes and state operating funding from other funds are significant.134  State 
operating funding from gas taxes is not only insignificant in this regression, but is also correlated 
with other independent variables.  Yet despite its low level of significance, the gas tax coefficient 
95% confidence interval upper bound is still well below one (.521).    
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Removing the gas tax from the regression leaves operating funding from the state sales 
tax and operating funding from other state taxes insignificant.135  However, operating funding 
from the state sales tax has a 95% confidence interval upper bound well below one (.478).  
Funding from income taxes has the highest coefficient of all the state sources of funding (.895). 
Meanwhile, the coefficient of federal operating funding is again greater than one and the 
coefficient of total capital funding is slightly greater than one, further supporting the data from 
earlier regressions. 
 
Operating Expenses 
 Although this study uses total expenses to measure the deficit, the gap between operating 
funding and operating expenses can also serve as a measure of deficit.136  The regression yields 
results similar to the other regressions in this study.  Federal operating funding still has a 
coefficient above one (2.204), along with a 95% confidence interval lower bound above one.  
State and local operating funding have lower coefficients, below one (although local operating 
funding is insignificant in the regression). 
 Again, breaking down state and local operating funding by sources achieves similar 
correlations and regression results.  The local operating funding, other operating funding, state 
operating funding from gas taxes, and state operating funding from sales taxes variables are 
insignificant but have 95% confidence interval upper bounds below one.137  The coefficient for 
operating funding from the federal government is again above one (2.013).  Also noteworthy is 
that the coefficient on state operating funding from income taxes (1.024) is greater than one. 
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 Limiting the regression to exclude a few of the insignificant variables does not change the 
results much.138  Federal operating funding and state operating funding from income taxes still 
have coefficients greater than one. Meanwhile, the coefficient on operating funding from state 
gas taxes remains negative, with the 95% confidence interval upper bound barely above zero. 
 Overall, the results remain strikingly similar across regressions.  One dollar of federal 
funding appears to lead to more than one dollar of expenses, while state and local funding have 
much lower ratios.  Operating funding leads to lower total expenses than capital funding, and 
there appears to be a great difference between the effects of different sources of state funding.  
These results hold across many different regressions. 
 
Section VI: Analysis 
Funding Levels 
 It appears to make more sense to fund urban mass transit through state and local sources 
than through federal sources.  Regressions find that one dollar of federal funding for urban mass 
transit leads to greater than one dollar of expenses, while one dollar of state funding only 
increases total expenses by 48 cents.139  One dollar of local funding also leads to less than one 
dollar of total expenses, as does one dollar from other funding sources, which includes fares. 
 In spite of the large amount of federal funding, this finding implies that state and local 
funds are more efficient than federal funds, which could happen for a number of reasons.  First, 
the idea of fiscal federalism states that a centralist federal government should have less control 
and influence than more localized sources because it is further removed from the system 
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needs.140  The federal government may not know as well as more localized governments how to 
best use the funds, but it may attach restrictions to them anyways.  Additionally, urban mass 
transit agencies often apply for federal funds for projects that they may not need.  For example, 
the federal ARRA program funds capital improvements, while state and local sources may 
instead fund more necessary operating measures.  Agencies may choose to apply for federal 
funds (e.g. ARRA) for projects simply because the funds are available, even if the agency would 
not undertake these projects otherwise. 
 Because federal funding almost exclusively goes towards capital expenses, it makes sense 
that it increases the total expenses more than the state, local, and other sources of funding.  If 
agencies apply federal funding towards capital improvements such as building new lines, this 
then increases their expenses.  State and local funding of operating cost deficits, however, simply 
reduce the deficit by increasing funding without increasing costs.  Future studies should therefore 
further explore this issue. 
 Significant interactions between different levels of government funding also appear to 
exist, meaning that funding from one level influences the effects of funding from a different 
level.  Both the federal-state and state-local interactions are significant, but in opposite 
directions.141  The federal-state interaction term has a positive coefficient, implying that 
increasing both variables increases total expenses more than it would by increasing either one of 
them alone.  Meanwhile, the state-local interaction term has a negative coefficient, implying that 
increasing both state and local funding together reduces the increase in total expenses caused by 
increasing either alone.  These two relationships demonstrate that increasing state and local 
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funding together works better to decrease total expenses than increasing federal and state funding 
together. 
This again makes sense based on the Theory of Clubs, because the more localized 
governments have a better idea of what the systems need and can complement each other more 
fully than the federal government can.  For example, state and local sources would have more 
knowledge of population movements and could adjust funding for different aspects of system 
operations accordingly.  Additionally, the state and local governments may be more flexible with 
their uses of these funds than the federal government, which again would better allow the sources 
to complement each other.  Moreover, the federal government has a number of different major 
agencies competing for its funding, while the state and local governments likely only have one or 
at most a few different major urban mass transit agencies competing for funding.  This allows the 
state and local governments to create funding regulations to help these few systems, while the 
federal government would have to attempt to create guidelines to help systems nationally. 
 
Operating vs. Capital Funding 
 Regressions also find that operating funding increases total expenses much less than 
capital funding does.  This finding holds logically, as much of the capital funding goes towards 
new capital expenses through new capital projects, while much of the funding for operating 
expenses simply helps bridge the deficit gap.   
This is why a regression of operating funding, capital funding, and urbanized area 
population on total expenses gives a coefficient of .4009 for operating funding and .9914 for 
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capital funding.142  An extra dollar of capital funding does in fact increase total expenses by 
nearly one dollar.  Essentially, capital funding increases capital spending more than operating 
funding increases operating spending.  In fact, capital funding may even increase operating 
spending as well, through increased labor costs for example.  However, it would also make sense 
if capital funding reduced operating expenses, as more efficient capital should reduce operating 
costs such as electricity usage, labor usage, etc.  Yet overall, the regression finds that operating 
funding is more effective in reducing the deficit than capital funding, likely because of the 
proportional relationship between the change in capital funding and the change in capital 
expenses.  
 Breaking down operating and capital funding into their sources reinforces the idea that 
funding for operating expenses increases total expenses by less than funding for capital expenses. 
A regression including operating funding from fares and the state, and capital funding from the 
federal and local governments verifies this.143  Both operating funding from fares and state 
sources increase total expenses in this regression by 55 cents for each additional dollar of 
funding.  Meanwhile, an additional dollar of funding for capital expenses from federal and local 
sources of capital funding increases total expenses by 85 and 83 cents, respectively.  The 
breakdown by levels is not fully effective on its own because it lacks completeness of each type 
and level of funding due to a lack of significance, but it certainly reinforces the benefits of 
operating funding.  
 Including only total capital funding with a breakdown of operating funding levels 
produces similar results regarding levels of funding.144  Again, the federal operating funding 
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term has a very large coefficient (2.146).  This implies that the total federal funding term 
coefficient of the earlier regression is not greater than one solely due to capital funding 
considerations.  This exemplifies that federal funding is also less effective than other levels of 
government at providing operating funding.  An increase in one dollar of federal funding for 
operating expenses increases total expenses by over two dollars according to this regression, 
demonstrating that increasing federal funding would not help decrease urban mass transit agency 
deficits. 
 Additionally, the total capital funding term in this regression has a coefficient greater 
than one (1.054).  This reinforces that an increase of one dollar of capital funding increases total 
expenses by approximately one dollar, or slightly more, so does not help to reduce urban mass 
transit system deficits. 
 Meanwhile, local and state operating funding have the lowest coefficients in this 
regression, which again leads to the conclusion that these two levels of government more 
effectively provide funding for urban mass transit agencies.  Additionally, since both coefficients 
are well below one, this regression demonstrates that increasing local and state operating funding 
can reduce deficits in a major way. 
  
Funding Sources 
 Breaking down operating funding further reveals a few observations about the relative 
effectiveness of different sources.  This is one of the more interesting aspects of this study, as it 
can help direct state and local governments to earmark some sources of funding directly for 
urban mass transit.  This is one of the more controversial issues in urban mass transit, but this 
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study determines that a meaningful difference exists between different sources of funding in 
relation to total expenses. 
 First of all, a correlations test determines that local operating sources are not correlated 
with total expenses.  This result may imply that it does not matter how the local government 
raises funds to give to urban mass transit operations.  As such, this study lumps local operating 
sources back into a single category of total local funding for operating expenses.  Similarly, it 
keeps total funding for capital expenses, since federal governments may be more equipped to 
give capital assistance while state governments give operating assistance. 
 Breaking down state sources of operating expense funding for urban mass transit systems 
leads to interesting conclusions.  The first is that a change in state funding from property taxes is 
not correlated with a change in total expenses. Thus increasing funding from property taxes 
would not necessarily affect total expenses.  It is unclear how this relates to policy.  For example, 
the state might be able to uniformly increase property taxes across the state to raise funds for 
urban mass transit systems without increasing total expenses.  But, could the state attempt to 
target specific areas and keep this same effect?  Would increasing property taxes only in the 
areas affected by urban mass transit hold to this low correlation and leave total expenses 
unaffected?  The low correlation between funding from local property taxes and total expenses 
may lead to the assumption that this would hold; however, different treatments may lead to 
different results.  This is a matter to consider further in a future study. 
 Another interesting feature of the correlation tests is that state funding from gas taxes is 
correlated with a few of the other independent variables: state funding from income taxes, from 
sales taxes, and from other taxes.  Additionally, state funding from income taxes and from sales 
taxes are also highly correlated with each other.  This implies that an increase in state funding 
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from income taxes often accompanies an increase in state funding from sales taxes or from gas 
taxes, for example.  This holds logically, as an increase in the income of the state’s citizens 
would likely lead to an increase in all three taxes.  However, the correlation between these three 
sources of state funds also implies that it may be difficult to change one without changing the 
others.  If in fact the funding from state sales taxes is correlated with funding from state income 
taxes only because of the external factor of incomes increasing, then this would be less of an 
issue.  But if instead the states lump the taxes together before redistributing income so that an 
increase in state urban mass transit funding requires higher levels of each, then that is an issue to 
consider. 
 The regression of state operating funding sources on total expenses leads to even more 
noteworthy observations.145  The only significant variables in this regression relating to the state 
breakdown of operating funding are state operating funding from income taxes and from other 
funds.  The coefficient on state funding from gas taxes is insignificant, although low.  In fact, the 
95% confidence interval has an upper bound of only .521.  This implies that an increase in one 
dollar of state gas tax funding of system operating expenses leads to at most an increase of 52 
cents of total expenses.  As such, increasing funding from state gas taxes should effectively 
reduce the deficit. 
 This finding regarding the success of the gas tax fits the economic principle of 
substitution discussed earlier.  If the state decides to raise the gas tax to increase funding, then 
some commuters will likely substitute towards urban mass transit because it is now relatively 
cheaper to do so.  Although this does increase system expenses, this can be explained by the 
increase in ridership.  On the other hand, fare revenues would likely increase as well and thus an 
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increase in each dollar of funding would likely lead to a smaller increase in total expenses and an 
accompanying increase in fare revenues. 
 Similarly, funding from the state sales tax is also insignificant but has a 95% confidence 
interval upper bound of .473.  This states that an increase in one dollar of operating funding from 
the state sales tax would increase total expenses by at most 47 cents.  Meanwhile, the coefficient 
on the change in operating funding from state income taxes is significant and close to one (.935).  
The coefficient is higher than that of gas and sales taxes, as is the upper bound of the 95% 
confidence interval.  This implies that the state should raise funds for urban mass transit through 
gas taxes and sales taxes instead of through income taxes.   Funding from other state taxes and 
other funds also both appear to be more effective than income taxes, although the coefficient in 
state funding from other taxes is insignificant and has a wide 95% confidence interval. 
 The different taxes have important equity concerns as well.  Funding urban mass transit 
through the gas tax, as mentioned before, encourages substitution towards urban mass transit.  
This in turn benefits the poorer citizens by increasing system service and spreading costs across a 
greater number of people.  Moreover, the poorer citizens would not bear the tax’s burden 
because most rely on urban mass transit instead of automobiles to commute to work.  Wealthier 
suburban residents would bear the burden of the tax, as they would have to pay more to continue 
commuting by automobile instead of by mass transit.  Increasing toll fees or instituting a 
congestion tax for vehicles in the city would accomplish a similar result. 
 An increase in the sales tax would disproportionately affect the poor, since the poor 
consume a larger part of their income than the rich.146  An increase in the sales tax would not 
discriminate users from non-users, so would be inequitable subsidization.  It may be valid to 
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assess non-users an additional gas tax or congestion tax based on their added utility for driving; 
however, increasing the sales tax is entirely different.  This is a more centralized tax approach 
that forces people to subsidize systems that they do not use.147  Meanwhile, an increase in the 
income tax to help fund urban mass transit would discriminate against the rich, and equity 
concerns would again follow from people subsidizing systems that they do not use.  
There are further equity concerns involving non-urbanized area dwellers.  For example, 
an increase in the Massachusetts state gas tax would have the benefits of raising additional funds 
for the MBTA, but would force residents of western Massachusetts to partially subsidize the 
system despite living outside of the MBTA’s range of service.  They cannot substitute to use the 
MBTA but would still have to pay the increased state gas tax.  This is just one example; in 
reality, any form of increased state tax, including sales, income, or other taxes, has similar 
concerns for residents of the state outside of the urbanized areas.  The residents of western 
Massachusetts would likely not support an increase in any of these funds to help support the 
MBTA.  This is an issue of funding through federal or state governments, and this issue cannot 
be solved without forcing the local government to entirely subsidize the systems.  
 
Operating Expenses 
 An analysis of regressions involving operating expenses reveals similar conclusions to 
the analysis of regressions that include total expenses.148  The coefficient on federal operating 
funding is still high in a regression of operating funding levels against operating expenses, while 
the state and local operating funding variables have lower coefficients. 
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 Similarly, when breaking down state operating funding by sources in a regression against 
operating expenses, the conclusions are similar to the regressions against total expenses.149  The 
state income tax still has a coefficient above one, while state sales and gas taxes remain below 
one.  The coefficient for fares is also low (.542).  To summarize, regressing against operating 
expenses instead of total expenses still finds that federal operating funding and state income 
taxes are ineffective; meanwhile, raising funds through fares, state sales taxes, state gas taxes, 
and other state funds is more efficient. 
 
Policy Implications 
 The data therefore exemplify that meaningful differences exist in types of funding, levels 
of funding, and sources of funding.  This holds important policy implications for federal, state, 
and local governments.  It should also refocus the urban mass transit agencies on attaining 
different types of funding. 
 Operating funding is more effective than capital funding in reducing deficits.  This makes 
sense logically, as capital funding often increases expenses, and can do so dollar for dollar.  An 
agency that undertakes a capital project using capital funding may not undertake that project 
without the funding.  However, operating funding often serves to bridge the gap between total 
expenses and previous funding. 
 Since urban mass transit agencies must keep fares low in order to promote urban equity, 
they must raise funds from other sources.  The regressions in this study demonstrate that funding 
from fares effectively reduces the deficit, as an increase in fare revenues by one dollar increases 
total expenses by less than one dollar.  As such, urban mass transit agencies should attempt to 
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increase fare revenues.  This creates a dilemma because they must do this without increasing the 
fares much, but simply by increasing ridership to increase total fare revenues.  Because of this, 
capital projects remain important.  With increasingly aging capital (e.g. the MBTA), urban mass 
transit systems must still replace and reinvest in that capital to keep the systems attractive.  
Otherwise, suburban commuters may choose to continue to use automobiles despite increased 
gas taxes and tolls, which takes away some of the advantages of these policies. 
 The federal government should continue to fund capital projects.  After all, state and local 
governments would have trouble raising funds to entirely fund larger capital investments.  
Although state and local governments raise funds more effectively for operating expenses, there 
is little difference if any between the effectiveness of different levels of government in raising 
funds for capital expenses.150  Federal funds are important to the urban mass transit industry, and 
appear to be best suited for capital purposes.  Currently, federal funds do focus on capital 
projects; however, it is worth considering changing the structure of federal funding.  Since local 
and state governments are more effective giving operating funding, it may be worthwhile to 
create a matching program between state or local government funding and federal funding.  
Often, federal funding does require matching funding; however, a permanent percentage for any 
project is one strategy to consider.  For example, the federal government could fund x% of any 
capital project, with state and local governments and the agencies themselves contributing the 
rest.  This would leave decision making closer to the projects, and this could improve the system 
finances according to the Theory of Clubs and this study’s regressions. 
 The x% could vary annually to fit the federal budget, but should stay within a relatively 
small range for planning purposes. Future research can determine what an appropriate range 
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would be.  This x% must be large enough for the federal government to assume a substantial 
portion of capital costs, but small enough so that agencies do not undertake unnecessary projects 
simply because the federal government will pay for them.  There must be some accountability for 
the agencies and the state and local governments. 
 However, the federal government should continue to stay away from funding operating 
expenses unless it gives funds through the state and local governments in a similar proportional 
process.  The state and local governments appear best equipped to handle operating funding.  
Local governments should continue to heavily fund operating expenses to ensure that the 
systems continue to operate, as urban mass transit systems provide an important service.  State 
governments, however, must further consider equity concerns when funding the urban mass 
transit systems since often many of the state residents do not live near the systems and do not 
necessarily benefit from its operation.  For example, citizens of western Massachusetts do not 
benefit greatly from continued MBTA operations in Boston.  Yet, state dollars are extremely 
important to keep these systems running, and state funding reduces the deficit effectively. 
 So, it is important to consider the different sources of state funding to determine how best 
to fund urban mass transit.  Based on regressions, state income taxes do not appear to be the best 
source of funding for urban mass transit.  Sales taxes and gas taxes are much more effective, as 
an increase in one dollar of funding from each of these sources leads to an increase in total 
expenses of less than one dollar.  The state should earmark certain sales taxes for urban mass 
transit so that people know where their taxes go and can make informed decisions about which 
products to purchase.  For example, it may be more appropriate to have sales taxes on urban-
related goods earmarked for urban mass transit, instead of sales taxes on rural goods such as 
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fertilizer.  This could be done similarly for luxury goods compared to necessities, so that the poor 
bear less of the burden. 
 Alternatively, the state could increase the gas tax to help fund urban mass transit.  
According to this study’s regressions, each additional dollar of funding from the gas tax would 
increase total expenses by less than one dollar, so this would reduce system deficits.  It would 
also encourage substitution towards urban mass transit for automobile commuters, as driving to 
work would become increasingly expensive.  Although data was unavailable for funding from 
tolling or congestion taxes, these would likely have similar results because of their 
substitutability.  These may also solve equity problems better than a gas tax, which could apply 
to an entire state.  Local gas taxes could be effective, but state tolling and congestion taxes would 
accomplish a similar goal while applying the burden to the urban commuters that could choose to 
use urban mass transit.  For example, a congestion tax for vehicles entering Philadelphia could 
be earmarked for SEPTA, while an increase in the bridge tolls of Manhattan could raise 
additional funds for the MTA.  Each of these would effectively raise funds for their urban transit 
systems while encouraging commuters to use these systems instead of driving.   
Local and state authorities should therefore focus on determining how to fund urban mass 
transit systems both efficiently and equitably.  Local and state government funding is needed for 
the systems to survive day to day operations, as they have a better idea of how to help the 
systems.  Meanwhile, the federal government should continue to fund capital projects, but it 
should require a certain percentage of state and local funding for these projects in order to make 
these governments choose projects responsibly. 
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Section VII: Conclusion 
 Urban mass transit systems across the nation have suffered from increasing deficits with 
no clear resolution in sight.  The systems receive funding from fares, but these fares often do not 
cover the total expenses that the systems incur.  They must keep fares low enough to serve the 
poorest sector of the population, which relies on urban mass transit the most.  Meanwhile, the 
systems must also conduct capital repairs and expansions in order to maintain a high level of 
service for the population.  Yet the systems cannot cover these costs simply with fares, so must 
rely on the local, state, and federal governments to bridge the difference. 
 This study examines the hypothesis that different types, levels, and sources of funding 
have different effects on system total expenses and thus the deficit.  It utilizes National Transit 
Database data for six of the nation’s major systems to develop regressions that determine the 
most effective ways to fund urban mass transit.  Although each of the six systems has a different 
history and different laws, research into finding a general funding structure can certainly benefit 
each of the systems. 
 Finding the most efficient funding is certainly important as these urban mass transit 
systems struggle through difficult financial times.  A number of authors have noted the recent 
financial difficulties of the systems.  Some have given broad overviews of the industry, while 
others have focused on more specific individual issues such as market-based reforms or 
congestion taxation.  Still others have written about individual systems and their funding 
problems.  Yet little empirical research exists using funding data from multiple systems across 
the nation to determine the best method of funding urban mass transit.  This study examines the 
differences in types, levels, and sources of funding.  This can help inform policy makers as to 
how to best fund urban mass transit. 
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 This study leaves a number of questions as well.  While it examines six of the largest 
systems in the United States, it does not compare smaller or mid-sized systems to determine if 
the funding structures should be similar.  Furthermore, the study does not consider other aspects 
that could influence system funding structures, such as the labor situation or individual city 
attitudes towards urban mass transit.  Although this study does create broad recommendations, 
there is still room for further research for individual systems and how their ideal funding differs. 
 This study also does not examine how changing expenses can reduce deficits.  While it 
looks thoroughly at how to fund urban mass transit systems, the agencies could instead reduce 
deficits by reducing expenses.  Agencies could reduce expenses through labor costs, by 
increasing system efficiency, or by reducing service, for example.  Further research could 
determine how systems across the United States could successfully reduce their deficits by 
reducing costs.  Combining this future research with this study could help ensure financially 
sustainable systems across the nation for years to come. 
 Ultimately, this study provides a strong base of ideas of how to fund urban mass transit.  
For example, it references the differences between capital and operating funding, and then 
discusses the inefficiency of federal funding while noting important sources of state funding.  
Future research can delve further into any of these topics, and individual systems can conduct 
system-specific research.  At the very least, this study brings to attention the difficulties of 
creating financial sustainability for the urban mass transit systems, on which so many people 
rely.  Losing these systems is not an option, so erasing their deficits is necessary to maintain 
urban equity. 
Figures and Tables 
Note: All data is differenced other than control variables (those in the controls correlations table).  
 
Table 1 - Controls Correlations Table 
 
 
Urbanized 
Area 
Population 
MTA 
Dummy 
Max. 
Vehicles 
Operated 
Vehicle 
Revenue 
Miles 
Vehicle 
Revenue 
Hours 
Directional 
Route 
Miles 
Unlinked 
Passenger 
Trips 
Passenger 
Miles 
Travelled 
Urbanized 
Area 
Population 
1.000 
      
  
MTA 
Dummy 
0.944 1.000 
     
  
Max. 
Vehicles 
Operated 
0.980 0.940 1.000 
    
  
Vehicle 
Revenue 
Miles 
0.980 0.974 0.988 1.000 
   
  
Vehicle 
Revenue 
Hours 
0.986 0.956 0.996 0.995 1.000 
  
  
Directional 
Route 
Miles 
0.100 0.089 0.218 0.114 0.167 1.000 
 
  
Unlinked 
Passenger 
Trips 
0.953 0.965 0.980 0.990 0.985 0.161 1.000   
Passenger 
Miles 
Travelled 
0.945 0.974 0.968 0.988 0.976 0.122 0.996 1.000 
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Table 2 - Interaction Terms Correlation Table 
 
Expenses Total Funding Control Interaction Terms 
  
Total 
Expenses Total Federal State Local Other Population 
Federal-
State 
Federal-
Local 
Federal-
Other 
State-
Local 
State-
Other 
Local-
Other 
Expenses 
Total 
Expenses 
1.000 
           
  
Total 
Funding 
Total 0.890 1.000                       
Federal 0.462 0.366 1.000 
         
  
State 0.704 0.855 0.190 1.000 
        
  
Local 0.590 0.674 -0.226 0.520 1.000 
       
  
Other 0.130 0.193 0.093 -0.089 -0.160 1.000               
Control Population 0.527 0.487 0.197 0.267 0.319 0.365 1.000 
     
  
Interaction 
Terms 
Federal-
State 
0.644 0.555 0.624 0.568 0.022 0.048 0.210 1.000           
Federal-
Local 
-0.082 -0.028 0.464 0.077 -0.398 -0.094 -0.258 0.356 1.000 
   
  
Federal-
Other 
0.204 0.164 0.119 0.097 -0.153 0.507 0.134 0.218 -0.186 1.000 
  
  
State-
Local 
0.522 0.768 0.006 0.735 0.622 0.151 0.315 0.100 -0.036 -0.028 1.000 
 
  
State-
Other 
0.430 0.528 0.089 0.651 0.339 -0.116 -0.041 0.360 -0.028 0.531 0.442 1.000   
Local-
Other 
0.233 0.446 -0.158 0.547 0.537 -0.254 -0.111 -0.025 -0.063 0.139 0.584 0.809 1.000 
 
Table 3 - All Other Correlations 
Expenses Total Funding Operating Funding 
  
Total 
Expenses 
Total 
Operating 
Expenses 
Total 
Capital 
Use Total Federal State Local Other Fares Total Federal State Local Other 
Expenses 
Total Expenses 1.000 
             
Total Operating 
Expenses 
0.727 1.000 
            
Total Capital Use 0.850 0.256 1.000 
           
Total 
Funding 
Total 0.890 0.654 0.751 1.000 
          
Federal 0.462 0.267 0.445 0.366 1.000 
         
State 0.704 0.606 0.526 0.855 0.190 1.000 
        
Local 0.590 0.287 0.611 0.674 -0.226 0.520 1.000 
       
Other 0.130 0.278 -0.030 0.193 0.093 -0.089 -0.160 1.000 
      
Operating 
Funding 
Fares 0.273 0.354 0.112 0.368 0.327 0.154 -0.103 0.761 1.000 
     
Total 0.607 0.744 0.283 0.846 0.172 0.817 0.485 0.304 0.444 1.000 
    
Federal 0.013 0.211 -0.143 -0.085 0.090 -0.116 -0.073 -0.055 -0.094 -0.008 1.000 
   
State 0.712 0.607 0.536 0.869 0.249 0.971 0.520 -0.059 0.174 0.829 -0.115 1.000 
  
Local 0.009 0.323 -0.236 0.239 -0.151 0.270 0.370 -0.159 -0.010 0.537 0.042 0.216 1.000 
 
Other -0.073 0.078 -0.163 -0.070 -0.180 -0.285 -0.150 0.776 0.183 0.029 0.008 -0.258 -0.232 1.000 
Capital 
Funding 
Total 0.850 0.256 1.000 0.751 0.445 0.526 0.611 -0.030 0.112 0.283 -0.143 0.536 -0.236 -0.163 
Federal 0.460 0.232 0.470 0.381 0.986 0.209 -0.214 0.102 0.343 0.174 -0.077 0.269 -0.158 -0.181 
State 0.055 0.070 0.023 0.046 -0.218 0.239 0.061 -0.135 -0.062 0.048 -0.018 -0.001 0.247 -0.145 
Local 0.614 0.105 0.785 0.562 -0.145 0.382 0.825 -0.072 -0.102 0.183 -0.102 0.414 -0.220 -0.016 
Other 0.135 -0.007 0.195 0.116 0.057 -0.004 0.172 0.030 -0.019 0.010 -0.013 -0.003 0.028 0.023 
Local 
Operating 
Funding 
Sources 
Income Tax -0.014 -0.016 -0.007 -0.013 -0.015 0.000 -0.006 -0.017 -0.008 -0.013 -0.067 0.000 -0.002 -0.018 
Sales Tax -0.056 -0.023 -0.061 -0.042 -0.008 -0.113 0.056 -0.025 -0.042 -0.013 0.111 -0.112 0.169 0.007 
Property Tax -0.017 -0.059 0.021 -0.017 -0.023 -0.016 0.020 -0.038 -0.008 -0.042 0.031 -0.036 -0.002 -0.050 
Gas Tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Other Taxes -0.284 0.035 -0.427 -0.125 -0.180 -0.131 0.093 -0.132 -0.032 0.163 -0.027 -0.141 0.758 -0.170 
Other Funds 0.199 0.182 0.140 0.296 0.037 0.243 0.257 0.061 -0.015 0.317 -0.028 0.331 0.090 0.105 
State 
Operating 
Funding 
Sources 
Income Tax 0.660 0.663 0.420 0.784 0.176 0.897 0.464 -0.026 0.210 0.799 0.018 0.862 0.332 -0.244 
Sales Tax 0.484 0.395 0.378 0.624 0.161 0.710 0.374 -0.047 0.144 0.601 -0.037 0.703 0.189 -0.211 
Property Tax -0.038 -0.002 -0.052 -0.031 -0.083 0.004 -0.006 -0.003 -0.013 -0.003 0.000 0.003 -0.011 0.012 
Gas Tax 0.346 0.224 0.316 0.440 -0.137 0.596 0.496 -0.320 -0.012 0.384 0.001 0.592 0.147 -0.475 
Other Taxes -0.168 -0.250 -0.044 -0.329 0.049 -0.450 -0.290 0.171 0.033 -0.442 0.094 -0.462 -0.383 0.228 
Other Funds 0.102 0.088 0.076 0.163 0.128 0.154 0.068 -0.003 -0.045 0.176 -0.215 0.247 0.012 0.039 
Controls 
Population 0.527 0.508 0.352 0.487 0.197 0.267 0.319 0.365 0.546 0.423 -0.128 0.294 0.121 0.024 
MTA Dummy 0.533 0.531 0.342 0.495 0.204 0.281 0.302 0.392 0.586 0.443 -0.122 0.311 0.110 0.025 
Directional Route 
Miles 
0.045 0.085 -0.002 0.040 0.023 0.071 -0.042 0.050 0.067 0.060 -0.045 0.071 -0.028 0.009 
Capital Funding Local Operating Funding Sources State Operating Funding Sources 
  Total Federal State Local Other 
Income 
Tax 
Sales 
Tax 
Property 
Tax 
Gas 
Tax 
Other 
Taxes 
Other 
Funds 
Income 
Tax 
Sales 
Tax 
Property 
Tax 
Gas 
Tax 
Other 
Taxes 
Other 
Funds 
Capital 
Funding 
Total 1.000                                 
Federal 0.470 1.000 
              
  
State 0.023 -0.215 1.000 
             
  
Local 0.785 -0.128 -0.087 1.000 
            
  
Other 0.195 0.060 -0.006 0.164 1.000                         
Local 
Operating 
Funding 
Sources 
Income 
Tax 
-0.007 -0.004 0.000 -0.005 0.000 1.000                       
Sales Tax -0.061 -0.026 -0.018 -0.044 -0.091 -0.728 1.000 
         
  
Property 
Tax 
0.021 -0.028 0.081 0.022 0.020 0.000 0.000 1.000 
        
  
Gas Tax . . . . . . . . . 
       
  
Other 
Taxes 
-0.427 -0.175 0.027 -0.364 -0.001 0.000 -0.008 -0.016 . 1.000 
      
  
Other 
Funds 
0.140 0.042 -0.329 0.215 0.065 0.000 -0.006 0.008 . -0.069 1.000             
State 
Operating 
Funding 
Sources 
Income 
Tax 
0.420 0.173 0.249 0.285 -0.004 0.000 -0.024 -0.031 . -0.107 0.081 1.000           
Sales Tax 0.378 0.167 0.112 0.278 -0.003 0.000 -0.173 -0.044 . -0.020 -0.207 0.664 1.000 
   
  
Property 
Tax 
-0.052 -0.083 0.007 0.000 -0.090 0.000 -0.004 -0.129 . 0.002 -0.009 0.003 0.001 1.000 
  
  
Gas Tax 0.316 -0.137 0.090 0.431 -0.002 0.000 -0.014 -0.018 . -0.066 -0.036 0.593 0.431 0.002 1.000 
 
  
Other 
Taxes 
-0.044 0.033 -0.006 -0.072 -0.001 0.000 -0.007 -0.009 . -0.114 -0.299 -0.468 -0.348 0.001 -0.413 1.000   
Other 
Funds 
0.076 0.164 -0.356 0.063 0.002 0.000 0.009 0.020 . -0.048 0.829 -0.064 -0.359 -0.002 -0.090 -0.343 1.000 
Controls 
Population 0.352 0.219 -0.075 0.262 -0.014 0.000 -0.026 -0.151 . 0.171 -0.005 0.320 0.195 0.016 0.188 0.110 -0.092 
MTA 
Dummy 
0.342 0.224 -0.087 0.250 -0.010 0.000 -0.070 -0.091 . 0.181 0.002 0.339 0.206 0.010 0.200 0.117 -0.097 
Directional 
Route 
Miles 
-0.002 0.031 0.007 -0.027 0.029 0.002 -0.081 -0.366 . 0.015 -0.063 0.032 0.138 0.061 0.017 0.008 -0.052 
Table 4 – Basic Funding Breakdown Regression Output 
Wald chi2(4)       =    439.66 Log restricted-likelihood =  -1878.572          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total Expenses         Coef.      P>z           [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total Federal      1.127229     0.000      .9179266     1.336531 
Total State    .4780597     0.000      .3242404     .6318789 
Total Local    .8559878     0.000      .6914197     1.020556 
Total Other     .5471887     0.000      .3149081     .7794692 
       Constant       1.45e+07      0.144      -4979634     3.40e+07 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Table 5 – Operating Expenses vs. Funding Levels Regression Output 
Wald chi2(4)       =     89.1 Log restricted-likelihood = -1992.9631          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Total Operating Expenses        Coef.      P>z           [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total Federal     .1405494     0.148      -.0496738   .3307727 
Total State     .5100466     0.000      .3806163      .6394769 
Total Local     -.0577076     0.336      -.1751513    .059736 
Total Other     .4413367     0.000      .2209092     .6617643 
       Constant       2.72e+07      0.002       9581673      4.49e+07 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Table 6 – Urbanized Area Population Control Regression Output 
Wald chi2(5)       =    469.77 Log restricted-likelihood = -1873.9804          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total Expenses         Coef    P>z           [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total Federal    1.057278     0.000      .8459321     1.268624 
Total State    .4709456     0.000      .3210702     .6208209 
Total Local    .7744254     0.000      .6013931     .9474577 
Total Other    .4051787     0.002      .1520378     .6583195 
Population       5.146631     0.014      1.025417     9.267845 
       Constant      -1.41e+07     0.354      -4.38e+07     1.57e+07 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Table 7 – MTA Dummy Control Regression Output 
Wald chi2(5)       =    472.25 Log restricted-likelihood = -1857.3359          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total Expenses         Coef.           P>z           [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total Federal    1.057186      0.000      .8467508     1.267622 
Total State     .4638001     0.000      .3139576     .6136426 
Total Local    .7778023      0.000      .6068621     .9487425 
Total Other    .3901046     0.003      .1337949     .6464144 
MTA        7.37e+07     0.011      1.67e+07     1.31e+08 
       Constant       1.01e+07      0.302      -9101691     2.94e+07 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Table 8 – Funding Level Interaction Term Regression Output 
Wald chi2(4)       =         .  Log restricted-likelihood =  -1907.139          Prob > chi2        =         . 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total Expenses         Coef.           P>z           [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total Federal    .9169429     0.000      .6783084     1.155577 
Total State               .5265968     0.000      .2468667     .8063269 
Total Local                1.01339     0.000       .852497     1.174282 
Total Other               .6910372     0.000      .4502872     .9317873 
Federal-State Interaction     1.02e-09     0.029      1.04e-10     1.94e-09 
State-Local Interaction    -6.13e-10     0.012      -1.09e-09    -1.36e-10 
       Constant       1.13e+07      0.216    -6601705     2.92e+07 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Table 9 – Operating and Capital Funding Regression Output 
Wald chi2(3)       =    677.67 Log restricted-likelihood =  -1858.242          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total Expenses         Coef.        P>z           [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total Operating Funding  .4008901     0.000      .3110638     .4907164 
Total Capital Funding   .9914381     0.000      .8837433     1.099133 
Population       5.262124     0.002      2.003404     8.520844 
       Constant      -1.31e+07     0.307      -3.83e+07     1.20e+07 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Table 10 – Funding by Level and Type Regression Output 
Wald chi2(4)       =    356.63 Log restricted-likelihood =  -1885.818          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total Expenses         Coef.           P>z           [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Op. Funding - Fares   .5480075     0.010      .1298391     .9661759 
Op. Funding - State   .5453813     0.000      .3828574     .7079053 
Cap. Funding - Federal   .8528365     0.000      .6214929      1.08418 
Cap. Funding - Local   .8347161     0.000      .6649589     1.004473 
       Constant       2.79e+07     0.011       6494226     4.94e+07 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Table 11 – Operating Funding Levels Regression Output 
Wald chi2(6)       =    685.15 Log restricted-likelihood = -1860.5015          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total Expenses         Coef.           P>z           [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Op. Funding - Fares              .5286085     0.001      .2187432     .8384738 
  Op. Funding - Federal              2.146529     0.000      1.194984     3.098075 
  Op. Funding - State              .4609361     0.000      .3223562      .599516 
  Op. Funding - Local              .3785573     0.001      .1643427     .5927719 
  Op. Funding - Other              .5649915     0.000      .2505874     .8793955 
  Total Capital Funding              1.053563     0.000      .9220792     1.185046 
       Constant       1.73e+07      0.041      672115.3     3.39e+07 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Table 12 – State Operating Funding Source (With Gas Tax) Regression Output 
Wald chi2(10)      =    734.92 Log restricted-likelihood = -1858.3236          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total Expenses         Coef.           P>z           [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Op. Funding - Fares               .4527004     0.004      .1443522     .7610485 
Op. Funding - Federal               1.92383     0.000      .9628956     2.884765 
Op. - State Income Taxes  .9346589     0.000      .5971938     1.272124 
Op. - State Sales Taxes              .1845831     0.209      -.1034012     .4725674 
Op. - State Gas Taxes             -.2241656     0.556      -.9696688     .5213377 
Op. - State Other Taxes              .4723768     0.094      -.0799599     1.024713 
Op. - State Other Funds              .3712043     0.002      .1319666      .610442 
Op. Funding - Local              .3004144     0.009      .0764882     .5243405 
Op. Funding - Other              .4467934     0.009      .1119986     .7815882 
Total Capital Funding              1.038446     0.000      .9084017      1.16849 
       Constant       2.12e+07      0.012       4742834     3.76e+07 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Table 13 –State Operating Funding Source (Without Gas Tax) Regression Output 
Wald chi2(9)       =    740.19 Log restricted-likelihood = -1858.4484          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total Expenses         Coef.           P>z           [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Op. Funding - Fares              .4585057     0.003      .1519326     .7650788 
Op. Funding - Federal              1.928109     0.000      .9709327     2.885285 
Op. - State Income Taxes             .8951523     0.000       .585496     1.204809 
Op. - State Sales Taxes              .1926848     0.186      -.0929462     .4783158 
Op. - State Other Taxes               .5156162     0.057      -.0156453     1.046878 
Op. - State Other Funds               .3847981     0.001      .1507639     .6188323 
Op. Funding - Local               .3120387     0.005      .0923133      .531764 
Op. Funding - Other               .4864775     0.002      .1799629     .7929921 
Total Capital Funding              1.035344     0.000      .9062026     1.164485 
       Constant       2.07e+07      0.013       4421697     3.70e+07 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Table 14 – Operating Funding Levels and Operating Expenses Regression Output 
Wald chi2(4)       =    105.58 Log restricted-likelihood = -1986.2105          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Total Operating Expenses        Coef.           P>z           [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Op. Funding - Fares              .6938715     0.000      .3671843     1.020559 
Op. Funding - Federal              2.204188     0.000      1.154169     3.254207 
Op. Funding - State              .4695817     0.000      .3535413     .5856221 
Op. Funding - Local              .1037123     0.231      -.0658463     .2732709 
       Constant       2.43e+07      0.006       6848665     4.17e+07 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Table 15 – Operating Funding Levels with State Subdivisions and Operating Expenses Regression 
Output 
Wald chi2(9)       =    131.99 Log restricted-likelihood = -1981.9685          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Total Operating Expenses        Coef.           P>z           [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Op. Funding - Fares              .5312132     0.001       .206589     .8558375 
Op. Funding - Federal              2.013345     0.000      .9831785     3.043511 
Op. - State Income Taxes  1.023915     0.000      .6805887     1.367242 
Op. - State Sales Taxes              .2356566     0.097      -.0424319      .513745 
Op. - State Gas Taxes             -.4574674     0.255      -1.245715     .3307807 
Op. - State Other Taxes              .5151184     0.062      -.0266146     1.056851 
Op. - State Other Funds              .4256207     0.000      .1934632     .6577782 
Op. Funding - Local              .0375323     0.680      -.1409286     .2159932 
Op. Funding - Other              .1872797     0.271      -.1458445      .520404 
       Constant       2.82e+07      0.001      1.13e+07     4.51e+07 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Table 16 – Limited Operating Funding Levels with State Subdivisions and Operating Expenses 
Regression Output 
Wald chi2(7)       =    131.45 Log restricted-likelihood = -1980.3313          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Total Operating Expenses        Coef.           P>z           [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Op. Funding - Fares   .5416951     0.001      .2247521     .8586382 
Op. Funding - Federal              2.018052     0.000      .9915681     3.044535 
Op. - State Income Taxes           1.05351     0.000      .7264764     1.380544 
Op. - State Sales Taxes              .2181359     0.114      -.0520415     .4883134 
Op. - State Gas Taxes             -.6431106     0.081      -1.366011     .0797902 
Op. - State Other Taxes              .4944242     0.061      -.0218216      1.01067 
Op. - State Other Funds              .4164903     0.000      .1907208     .6422598 
       Constant       2.87e+07      0.001      1.19e+07     4.54e+07 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Table 17 – Capital Funding Levels vs. Capital Expenses Regression Output 
Wald chi2(4)       =  2.29e+11 Log restricted-likelihood = -937.77261          Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total Capital Uses         Coef.           P>z           [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Cap. Funding - Federal   .9999996     0.000      .9999929     1.000006 
Cap. Funding - State              .999995     0.000      .9999771     1.000013 
Cap. Funding - Local              1.000001     0.000      .9999959     1.000005 
Cap. Funding - Other              .9999935     0.000      .9996952     1.000292 
       Constant      -7.538903     0.981      -626.232     611.1542 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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